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The Wandering Maker
Bringing together many personal histories Machiel Spaan creates in 21 chapters a fascinating portrait of the range of architectural possibilities presented by walking, showing that creating space is a slow
activity. It is a book full of references to architectural theory, architectural practices, the arts and discoveries.

Crafting the Façade
Stone, Brick, Wood
Park Publishing (WI) Over the course of three years, the Institute of Architecture and Planning at the University of Liechtenstein, the Mackintosh School of Architecture in Glasgow, and the Academie van
Bouwkunst, Amsterdam, cooperated on an international research project dedicated to the design of façades. Crafting the Façade presents the results of this productive cooperative study, which cut across
disciplines to look at historical developments in the design and building of façades, the theoretical underpinnings that can explain these developments, the common materials and their main
characteristics, and the techniques used in assembly. The project also prompted a great deal of innovative design work, including detailed drawings at a scale of 1:10 and the design and construction of
life-size prototypes in stone, brick, and wood--all of which are reproduced here among the book's two hundred illustrations. Through their leadership roles with the project, editors Urs Meister, Carmen RistStadelmann, and Machiel Spaan also reﬂect in Crafting the Façade on the learning processes that emerged from the project and oﬀer guidance and resources for others looking to delve into this topic in
depth.

Popcorn Bob
Chronicle Books Ellis loves popcorn. Who doesn't? But one day her school goes on a healthy eating campaign and her dads decide to follow suit, banning all snack foods from their house, INCLUDING
POPCORN. Unfair. Ellis has got to get around that edict, so one night she pops a bag of popcorn out back in the garage...and she's met with more than just her favorite salty snack. One kernel refuses to
pop, and soon it's sprouted a face, arms, and legs! He introduces himself as Popcorn Bob, and he is NOT in a good mood. (Ever, really.) He's absolutely ravenous, and no amount of food keeps him from
being hangry. Bob causes no end of chaos for Ellis, and she decides to rid herself of him once and for all, except...she actually starts to like him. A chapter book for all ages, Popcorn Bob is a laugh-out-loud
story about the power of friendship, and a perfect bowl of popcorn.

The Secret Diary of Hendrik Groen, 831⁄4 Years Old
Penguin UK Hendrik Groen may be old, but he is far from dead and isn't planning to be buried any time soon. So he sets out to write an exposé: a year in the life of his care home in Amsterdam, revealing
all its ups and downs - not least his new endeavour the anarchic Old-But-Not Dead Club. And when Eefje moves in - the woman Hendrik has always longed for - he polishes his shoes (and his teeth), grooms
what's left of his hair and attempts to make something of the life he has left, with hilarious, tender and devastating consequences.
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DOMINIC VAN DEN BOOGERD - GREAT TEMPTATIONS.
I can resist everything", wrote Oscar Wilde, "except temptation". What is it that makes a painting so attractive, so irresistible? In this collection of essays, Dominic van den Boogerd writes with passion
about the exhibitions he has seen, the painters he has spoken with, and the talks by artists that he has organised as the director of De Ateliers in Amsterdam. About the pleasures and pitfalls of painting,
forbidden favourites and the ﬂirtation between the art of painting and other muses.

Of Salt and Shore
Charlesbridge Publishing For fans of The Hazel Wood, this middle grade novel takes the dark stuﬀ of fairytales and crafts it into a powerful story of friendship and light. "Once I picked the book up, I didn’t
set it down until I ﬁnished it with tears in my eyes. . ." —The New York Times Book Review Every evening Lampie, the lighthouse keeper's daughter, must light a lantern to warn ships away from the rocks,
but one stormy night disaster strikes. The lantern is not lit, a ship is wrecked, and someone must pay. To work oﬀ her debt, Lampie is banished to the Admiral's lonely house, where a monster is rumored
to live. The terrors inside the house aren't quite what she thought they would be--they are even stranger. After Lampie saves the life of the neglected, deformed son of the admiral, a boy she calls Fish,
they form a close bond. Soon they are pulled into a fairytale adventure swimming with mermaids, pirates, and misﬁts. Lampie will discover the courage to ﬁght for friendship, knowledge, and the freedom
to be diﬀerent.

The Latecomer
Portobello Books Dsir Cordier - mild-mannered former librarian, put-upon husband, lover of boules - is losing his mind. Or is he? Happily tucked away in the Winterlight Home for the Elderly, Dsir is looking
forward to a quiet retirement with the other forgetful residents, safe in the knowledge that no one knows he's faking his memory loss. And as if there weren't reasons enough to opt out of the modern
world, it would be worth it just to see Rosa Rozendaal again - the love of Dsir's youth, the one who got away. But dementia isn't all fun and games. There's a former war criminal hiding out in the home;
once-beautiful Rosa might be too far gone to return Dsir's ardour; and our hero soon begins to suspect he might not be the only one in Winterlight who's acting a part... A tender love story of demented
minds and honourable hearts, and a razor-sharp satire of the indignities of old age and the callousness of caregiving, The Latecomer excoriates our society and asks: might we all be better oﬀ forgetting?

Try the Morgue: A Novel
W. W. Norton & Company From a real-life female gunrunner comes this international bestseller and unforgettable literary debut. Ten years ago, “Eva Maria Staal” kept a gun in her purse. It was a present
from her boss, Jimmy Liu, the international arms dealer extraordinaire with a taste for high-class male escorts. Together, Jimmy and his devoted assistant traveled the world’s most dangerous hotspots,
closing deals with ruthless warlords and corrupt generals, and trading Stinger missiles in Karachi, AK-47s in Chechnya, and hollow-point bullets in Islamabad. But burdened by her conscience, Eva Maria
ﬁnally got out, married an optometrist, and had a baby. Now, assailed with memories of her secret life, she must reconcile her suburban present with a repressed but ineradicable past, one that blasts a
hole so deep she doesn’t know how to love her own daughter. Writing with a knowing intelligence only an insider could provide, this pseudonymous author has created a debut with remarkable intensity
that examines the razor-thin line separating those who are drowned from those who are saved.

Werewolf Secrets
Book 6
Hachette UK Alﬁe and his friends are on holiday. A break from all the werewolf mysteries and spooky goings on? No chance! When Alﬁe discovers a creepy old house full of mysterious portraits and a
family tree that features his name he has to investigate ... and what he ﬁnds is a group of orphan werewolves under the control of crazy lady Mooma. Can Alﬁe help them and avoid getting captured too?
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Fascism and Communism
U of Nebraska Press In his major work on communism, the international bestseller The Passing of an Illusion, the eminent French historian Franöois Furet devoted a lengthy footnote to German historian
Ernst Nolte?s interpretation of fascism. Nolte responded, a correspondence ensued, and the result was the remarkable exchange presented in this volume. Fascism and Communism oﬀers readers the rare
opportunity to witness and learn from a confrontation between two of the world?s most distinguished historians over one of the most serious subjects of our time. Each from a diﬀerent perspective, Furet
and Nolte oﬀer compelling arguments for the common genealogy of these two ideologies as well as reasons for the intellectual community?s rejection of this explosive thesis throughout the twentieth
century. This discussion leads to a deeper understanding of the nature of totalitarianism as well as the trajectory and interpretation of modern European history.

Darius the Great Is Not Okay
Penguin Darius doesn't think he'll ever be enough, in America or in Iran. Hilarious and heartbreaking, this unforgettable debut introduces a brilliant new voice in contemporary YA. Winner of the William C.
Morris Debut Award “Heartfelt, tender, and so utterly real. I’d live in this book forever if I could.” —Becky Albertalli, award-winning author of Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda Darius Kellner speaks
better Klingon than Farsi, and he knows more about Hobbit social cues than Persian ones. He’s a Fractional Persian—half, his mom’s side—and his ﬁrst-ever trip to Iran is about to change his life. Darius
has never really ﬁt in at home, and he’s sure things are going to be the same in Iran. His clinical depression doesn’t exactly help matters, and trying to explain his medication to his grandparents only
makes things harder. Then Darius meets Sohrab, the boy next door, and everything changes. Soon, they’re spending their days together, playing soccer, eating faludeh, and talking for hours on a secret
rooftop overlooking the city’s skyline. Sohrab calls him Darioush—the original Persian version of his name—and Darius has never felt more like himself than he does now that he’s Darioush to Sohrab. Adib
Khorram’s brilliant debut is for anyone who’s ever felt not good enough—then met a friend who makes them feel so much better than okay.

Major Frank
BoD – Books on Demand Reproduction of the original: Major Frank by A. L. G. Bosboom-Toussaint

The Ice-Cream Makers
A Novel
Simon and Schuster In the far north of Italy lies the valley of the ice-cream makers: about a dozen villages where, for generations, people have specialised in making ice cream. Giuseppe Talamini claims it
was actually invented here. Every spring his family sets oﬀ for the ice-cream parlour in Rotterdam, returning to the mountains only in winter.Eldest son Giovanni Talamini decides to break with this
tradition by pursuing a literary career. But then one day his younger brother Luca approaches him with a highly unusual request. Now Giovanni faces a dilemma: serve the family's interests one last time
or choose his own path in life, once and for all.

The Pelican
A Comedy
AmazonCrossing From award-winning Dutch author Martin Michael Driessen comes a fearlessly funny tragedy about an improbable friendship, unstable dreams, missed opportunities, and epic coincidence.
In a quiet coastal town in Yugoslavia, two men seeking more than the Communist regime can oﬀer ﬁnd their lives deceitfully entwined. Andrej is a postman in complete denial of his existence. He yearns
for respect and fame but commits petty crimes for reasons he doesn't fully comprehend. Josip is an increasingly irrelevant cable car operator and unfaithfully married. Life was so much simpler when
neither one knew the other's secrets. Now that they do--discovered quite by accident--each man has resorted to blackmailing the other. As their anonymous misdeeds escalate, a farce of mutual
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dependency begins. So does the unlikeliest of friendships when Andrej and Josip ﬁnally meet face-to-face. In a tale set against the impending wars, Martin Michael Driessen ingeniously explores the foibles
of two painfully ordinary men boldly staking their claims on life.

The Days of Bluegrass Love
Deciding to break away from everything, Tycho Zeling ﬂies to America to spend his summer as a camp counselor, where he meets Oliver, another counselor, and feels his life stop, and ﬁnally begin again,
as his.

Bigger Than a Dream
Chronicle Books People fear death. We don't know how to talk about it, especially to children, and we're afraid to bring it up for fear of making people sadder. Yet children, especially, have questions, and
this incredibly gentle and surprisingly light story is full of both comfort and vividly imagined "answers." The ﬁrst one gives the book its title: A boy hears the voice of his sister calling him one day, a sister
he's never met because she died before he was born. The sister in the faded photograph on the wall. So that night he asks his mother what death is like and she tells him, "It's like dreaming, only bigger."
That's lovely, but he still has questions, which it turns out his sister can answer! On a dreamy, carefree adventure they ride their bikes together, (not always on the ground), visiting places that were
special to her when she was alive. And she talks to him in the older sister, teasing, straightforward, loving way that is exactly what he needs. (It turns out that death is not the only thing that can be Bigger
Than a Dream.) Much, much more than bibliotherapy, this is a work of art that speaks with honesty and tenderness about one of life's great mysteries.

The Mouse Mansion
Dial Best friends Sam and Julia love spending their days exploring the many rooms and secret hiding places of the Mouse Mansion, where they live with their families.

The Forbidden Kingdom
Pushkin Press Slauerhoﬀ's The Forbidden Kingdom is a blend of historical chronicle, ﬁction and commentary, bringing together the seemingly unrelated lives of a twentieth-century ship's radio operator and
the sixteenth-century Portuguese poet-in-exile, Luis Camoes. Slauerhoﬀ draws his reader into a dazzling world of exoticism, betrayal and exile, where past and present merge and the possibility of death is
never far away.

Hungarian Short Stories
Exile Editions, Ltd.

Poetic Artiﬁce
A Theory of Twentieth-century Poetry
Manchester University Press

Fing's War
Enchanted Lion Books The Boon family and their indefatigable gallows humor are back in Benny Lindelauf's follow-up to Nine Open Arms. Poised to win a scholarship to the nearby teachers college, Fing
has high hopes. It's 1938 and her poor family of nine--one father, four brothers, three sisters, and a grandmother--has ﬁnally managed to eke out a living in the tiny cigar factory abutting their dilapidated
home. But smelling success, her dreamer of a father is determined to expand and Fing's dreams fall apart when she instead has to go to work for the Cigar Emperor, taking care of his new, German wife's
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eccentric niece. The novel's gripping language, enriched by Yiddish, German, and Dutch dialect, plunges the reader into the world of a large, colorful, motherless family as they navigate the changes World
War II visits upon their little town on the border of the Netherlands and Germany. This stand-alone follow-up to Nine Open Arms, a 2015 Batchelder Honor book translated from Dutch, is a fantasy, a
historical novel, and literary ﬁction all wrapped into one.

Country of Origin
Periplus Editions (HK) Limited

Python Programming
This Book Includes Python Data Analytics+machine Learning the Ultimate Guide for
Beginners
Do you want to learn how to use python for beginners in a simple way?Do you want to enter into the new world of Python for beginners in an eﬃcient and eﬀective way? This book will teach you the basics
as well as the advanced concepts of computers and programming. The gaming industry is growing rapidly and Python oﬀers a lot of libraries to create games. Many tech giants rely on Python to deliver
world-class applications. In This book you will learn: Machine Learning Algorithms Basics of Python getting started with machine learning what is machine learning Installing machine libraries in your
system Supervised Machine Learning for Discrete Class Label Machine learning methods K-Nearest Neighbors Decision Tree Support Vector Machine Naive Bayes Classiﬁcation Logistic Regression Neural
Network Regression Models Unsupervised Machine Learning Supervised Machine Learning for Continuous Class LabelUnderstanding and challenges Dimension Reduction Clustering Models Working with
Text Data Representing Text Data as bags of words Stopwords Machine Learning Real World Applications Machine Learning Real World Applications Representing Text Data as bags of words Stopwords
Working with Text Data Understanding and challenges Dimension Reduction Clustering Models Unsupervised Machine Learning Regression Models Supervised Machine Learning for Continuous Class Label
K-Nearest Neighbors Decision Tree Support Vector Machine Naive Bayes Classiﬁcation Logistic Regression Neural Network Supervised Machine Learning for Discrete Class Label Machine learning methods
What is machine learning Installing machine libraries in your system Getting Started with Machine learning This book is not just a startup guide. This book will prove beneﬁcial for years to come. The book
has the latest codes and techniques so you can equip your skills according to the current market challenges. After all, the purpose is to land a nicely paid job in a globally recognized ﬁrm. This book will
help you reach that goal!Most people can learn how to code but not just anyone can code smartly. This book is going to help you to think out of the box and take on problems with a completely diﬀerent
perspective. The tricks mentioned will make you invaluable to any software development ﬁrm.Even if you don't have any skills this book help you step by step to achieve your goal in a few days you will be
able to learn it.scroll up and buy now

The Elements of Structures
Fright Night
Underlined Spending the night in the woods with your friends is not a good idea in this scary thriller by the author of ESCAPE ROOM--a Halloween must-read. Soﬁa isn't so sure about Fright Night. When she
suggested it to her friends, she was only thinking of it as an excuse to get closer to Dylan. Now that it's happening, she's worried that spending the night in a deserted forest is a bad idea. But it's totally
safe--there's even a safe word if things get too intense. And they do. Soﬁa and her friends are forced to face their greatest fears, and suddenly? It's too late to turn back. Underlined is a line of totally
addictive romance, thriller, and horror titles coming to you fast and furious each month. Enjoy everything you want to read the way you want to read it.
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Charlie Changes Into a Chicken
Penguin UK The ﬁrst book in a hilarious new series perfect for fans of David Walliams, Kid Normal and Tom Gates. Charlie Macguﬃn tries to be an optimist, but in reality he's a bit of a worrier. Some of the
things Charlie is worried about: · His brother (who is in hospital) · Their very panicked parents · Unwanted attention from the school bully · The fact that he's started turning into animals! Even though every
kid wants a superhero power, Charlie isn't keen on turning into a pigeon in the middle of the school play. But what happens if he does? Will he get sent away for Science to deal with? Will his parents crack
under the extra stress? With the help of his three best friends, Charlie needs to ﬁnd a way of dealing with his crazy new power - and fast!

The Nethergrim
Penguin When an evil force awakens after years of sleep, it is up to fourteen-year-old aspiring sorcerer Edmund and his friends to stop it.

Learning to Scream
Andersen Press (UK) Malvina is a happy, normal thirteen-year-old. She plays in the nearby abandoned villa with her best friend, and taunts the boys from the estate who go there too. One of the boys is
persistent in his pursuit of her, and inadvertently stumbles across her secret. She is the one who has to take meals to her recently widowed grandfather, and when he follows her on his bike, he realises
that something is wrong. Her grandfather is very physically aﬀectionate to her, but he touches her in places she dislikes, and his kisses to her are long and lingering. It is a long journey of developing trust
and self-belief for her to grow enough to tell people what is really happening. She isn't a fussy teenager as her parents think: she needs adults to listen and take her seriously, and stop her grandfather.

The Convert
Random House A brilliant reconstruction of an incredible journey across medieval Europe to Egypt, and an untold story of forbidden love. 'Enthralling... A spectacular tale told with spectacular
accomplishment' Sunday Times, Books of the Year In the small village in Provence where Stefan Hertmans has made his home, people have long spoken of an ancient pogrom and hidden treasure. Then,
at the end of the nineteenth century, an extraordinary collection of Jewish documents was found in a synagogue in Cairo. Hertmans has based The Convert on these historical sources, tracing the life of a
young Christian noblewoman who abandoned everything for the love of a rabbi's son. In this startlingly contemporary novel, Hertmans follows in her footsteps as the lovers ﬂee through France together,
pursued by crusading knights, and recounts her dazzling journey full of love and hardship, courage and hate, as she travels on towards Jerusalem alone. Jewish National Book Awards 2020 Finalist

Princess Arabella's Birthday
Princess Arabella It's Princess Arabella's birthday. She wants a very special present: an elephant. But will she get what she wants?

The Other Side of Lost
HarperCollins Girl Online meets Wild in this emotionally charged story of girl who takes to the wilderness to rediscover herself and escape the superﬁcial persona she created on social media. Mari Turner’s
life is perfect. That is, at least, to her thousands of followers who have helped her become an internet starlet. But when she breaks down and posts a video confessing she’s been living a lie—that she isn’t
the happy, in love, inspirational online personality she’s been trying so hard to portray—it goes viral and she receives a major backlash. To get away from it all, she makes an impulsive decision: to hike
the entire John Muir Trail. Mari and her late cousin Bri were supposed to do it together, to celebrate their shared eighteenth birthday. But that was before Mari got so wrapped up in her online world that
she shut anyone out who questioned its worth—like Bri. With Bri’s boots and trail diary, a heart full of regret, and a group of strangers that she meets along the way, Mari tries to navigate the diﬃcult
terrain of the hike. But the true challenge lies within, as she searches for the way back from to the girl she fears may be too lost to ﬁnd: herself.
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I Called Him Necktie
New Vessel Press “Probe[s] deeply below the surfaces of familiar Japanese stereotypes . . . A compassionate and insightful story of dysfunction, despair and friendship” (Ruth Ozeki, award-winning author
of A Tale for the Time Being). Twenty-year-old Taguchi Hiro has spent the last two years of his life living as a hikikomori—a shut-in who never leaves his room and has no human interaction—in his parents’
home in Tokyo. As Hiro tentatively decides to reenter the world, he spends his days observing life around him from a park bench. Gradually, he makes friends with Ohara Tetsu, a middle-aged salaryman
who has lost his job but can’t bring himself to tell his wife, who shows up every day in a suit and tie to pass the time on a nearby bench. As Hiro and Tetsu cautiously open up to each other, they discover
in their sadness a common bond. Regrets and disappointments, as well as hopes and dreams, come to the surface until both ﬁnd the strength to somehow give a new start to their lives. This beautiful
novel is moving, unforgettable, and full of surprises. The reader turns the last page feeling that a small triumph has occurred. “The best of the best from this year’s bountiful harvest of uncommonly
strange oﬀerings . . . Deeply original.” —O, The Oprah Magazine “Exceptional . . . In today’s less-than-brave new world in which sincere human interaction is disappearing even as the numbers of so-called
‘friends’ are multiplying, Necktie is a piercing reminder to acknowledge, nurture, and share our humanity.” —BookDragon “The quiet reﬂection of this jewel of a novel is revelatory, redemptive and
hypnotic until the last word.” —Kirkus Reviews

I Ate Sunshine for Breakfast
Nobrow Press Did you know that the rubber in your shoes came from a tree? Ever wondered where your breakfast cereal is grown? Have you remembered to thank a bee today for the food you ate for
dinner last night? Get ready to learn everything you never knew about plants and then some! This illustrated compendium celebrates the plants you didn't even know you used, from your toothpaste to
your car tires to the name of your great-great-aunt. This comprehensive overview also contains great plant projects you and your friends can try at home!

Against the Odds
Allen & Unwin Constantly worried about her father when he goes on humanitarian missions to dangerous places around the world, young Kiki's fears cannot be eased by her mother's comforting words.
When disaster does strike and her mother begins to panic, Kiki must ﬁnd a way to get control of the situation.

Jacq. de Brouwer
Bedaux de Brouwer Architecten : Architecture 1984-2004
Nai Uitgevers Pub "Jacq. de Brouwer's architecture exempliﬁes a rare purity. He cuts to the essential core, and the sober abstraction that results makes his work as unruly as it is intriguing. This
monograph presents a chronological overview of more than twenty signiﬁcant projects completed by Jacq. de Brouwer, from the mid-1980s to the present. Kim Zwarts took new photographs of all the
projects."--BOOK JACKET.

Panther
Drawn and Quarterly "Evens is the ﬁnest ambassador for Belgian illustration since Hergé." --The Guardian Brecht Evens, the award-winning author of The Wrong Place and The Making Of, returns with an
unsettling graphic novel about a little girl and her imaginary feline companion. Iconoclastic in his cartooning and page layouts, subtle in his plotting, and deft in his capturing of the human experience,
Evens has crafted a tangled, dark masterwork. Christine lives in a big house with her father and her cat, Lucy. When Lucy gets sick and dies, Christine is devastated. But alone in her room, something
special happens: a panther pops out of her dresser drawer and begins to tell her stories of distant Pantherland, where he is the crown prince. A shape-shifter who tells Christine anything she wants to hear,
Panther begins taking over Christine's life, alienating her from her other toys and friends. As Christine's world spirals out of control, so does the world Panther has created for her. Panther is a chilling
voyage into the shadowy corners of the human psyche. The Drawn & Quarterly edition of Panther is an extended "director's cut," featuring additional material not included in the original book.
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The Long March
An Account of Modern China
Phoenix Press A portrait of 20th-century China written by the author of "The Second Sex", Simone de Beauvoir.

If There Weren't Any Blacks You'd Have to Invent Them
The Search
Macmillan After recounting her experience as a Jewish girl living in Amsterdam during the Holocaust, Esther, helped by her grandson, embarks on a search to discover what happened to her parents before
they died in a concentration camp.

Sami's Silver Linings
Puﬃn The must-have second book in the brilliant Lost and Found series from Cathy Cassidy, bestselling author of the Chocolate Box Girls. Forced to ﬂee his home in Syria for safety in England, Sami
attempts to begin a new life but struggles to overcome the pain of the past. Memories of the long and dangerous journey across icy waters, armed with only his dad's old coat, a ﬂute and the hope of a
brighter future, are never far away. Can his new friends in the Lost and Found band and a blossoming romance with the girl of his dreams melt his frozen heart or is it too late to ﬁnd a silver lining? Praise
for Cathy's books: Touching, tender and unforgettable. Guardian
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